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ABSTRACT

OXADM have shown its multifunctional in optical ring network and also FTTH-PON system. It provide
the survivability features to these network by introducing alternative path to traffic flow in the system. In this
paper we extend our feature proposal to FTTH-WDM network by means of multiplex protection scheme. The
uniqueness of our solution is the protection/stand line is not used due to the signal will be multiplex to the
neighbor line. This will lead to the cost reduction of the network installation. The results have shown no
difference in output power and BER performance for three difference operation; normal condition, linear
protection and multiplex protection.
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Introduction

Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) has been considered an ideal solution for access networks since the invention
of optical Wber communications because of huge capacity, small size and lightness, and immunity to
electromagnetic interference of optical Wbers. For example, it is shown that the information capacity of an
optical Wber can exceed 100 Tb/s under propagation nonlinearity for a typical Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) system with coherent detection (Kyeong Soo Kim, 2003). Because optical Wbers are
widely used in backbone networks, Wide Area Networks (WANs), and Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs),
and are also being deployed in Local Area Networks (LANs) with the introduction of new optical Ethernet
standards, the implementation of the FTTH in access networks, which are also called the last mile, will
complete all-optical-network revolution.

FTTH is a generic term for any broadband network architecture that uses optical fiber to replace all or
part of the usual metal local loop used for last mile telecommunications. FTTH is desirable because it can
carry high-speed broadband services integrating voice, data and video, and runs directly to the junction box
at the home or building. For this reason it is sometimes called Fiber To The Building, or FTTB. Traditional
copper telephone wires carry analog signals generated by telephone equipment, including fax machines. Analog
technology is by nature a less precise signaling technology than digital technology. Though multiplexing has
allowed digital signals to be transmitted across multiple channels over copper lines, fiber optic cable is superior
for relaying these signals and allows for faster transfer rates and virtually unlimited bandwidth. This opens the
door to better Internet speed, streaming video, and other demanding applications.

Due to larger bandwidth which carries many application and more users can benefits the their advantages.
Any service disruption will affect the QoS of service provider, therefore it is important to ensure the traffic
goes to customer continuously in the case of failure or breakdown. According to the cases reported to the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC), more than one-third of service disruptions are due to fiber cable
problems (Ab-Rahman, M.S., 2011). These kinds of problems usually take longer time to resolve compared
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to the transmission equipment failure. Therefore fault tolerance is also an important issue in PONs. There are
two categories of network failures in an EPON, one is a link failure and the other is a node failure. In the link
failure case, the failure of the feeder fiber will halt the whole PON system, but a failure of a branch will halt
just one ONU. In the node failure case, the failures of OLT or splitter will cause the whole PON system to
be on fault (Premadi, A., 2010; Ab-Rahman, M.S, 2010; Sofie Verbrugge, 2009). Therefore, the OLT, feeder
fiber and splitter are the most critical components in the PON system. In order to protect PONs against these
serious failures, many researchers proposed dedicated protection architectures. However, they are not cost-
effective, as they require many redundant components. Sharing bandwidth to protect the neighboring PONs is
an alternative way to reduce the cost of protection and reduce the risk. But in our point of view, fast failure
detection and smart restoration scheme is the key element to cater this problem.

We have proposed previously the restoration scheme in FTTH-PON by using FTTH solution (Ab-Rahman,
M.S., 2010; Ab-Rahman, M.S., 2006). Three restoration scheme have been proposed by means of linear
protection, multiplex protection and shared protection. The schemes similar to what has been implemented in
CWDM network (Ab-Rahman, M.S., 2007).

FTTH-WDM Restoration Scheme Proposal:

Distribution Area:

Figure 1 shows the survivable architecture for customer access network FTTH WDM using two OXADMs
in face to face interface position. OXADM device is used as a multiplexer switch and route guidance for both
the input signal (C1L1 and C2L2). The mechanism of protection is the multiplex protection. Activation occurs
in the event of an emergency at one of the transmission line signals that caused the signal will be switched
and multiplexed to the second line. The multiplex protection scheme is more convenient and economical as
the number of OXADM switches required only a small. This scheme is also suitable for use in FTTH
technology suh as colorless WDM-PON and ONU reflection FTTH (Iwatsuki, K., 2004; Prat, J., 2005).

Fig, 1: Restorations scheme architecture for distribution area in FTTH-WDM network. Two OXADM is
installed in face to face interface position to switch and divert the traffic back to the working line.

Fig. 2: Multiplex protection scheme in distribution area of customer access network FTTH-WDM. a) Normal
condition. b) Failure at working line 1. c) Failure at working line 2.
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Figure 5.31 shows the multiplex protection mechanism in distribution area in FTTH-WDM networks for
three major conditions. The first situation (Figure 2 (a)) shows the data flow in normal conditions and no
damage occurred. Data on working line 1 will towards the ONU 1 and data on working line 2 toward ONU
2 . OXADM is currently in a passive state. 

Failure that occurs in one working line will cause the OXADM switch is activated. This situation allows
the signal on work line 1 to be multiplexed together with signal on working line B and send to respective
destination via line 2. Features of ‘accumulation signal on one path’ play an important role in multiplexing
all signals in a single route only and is run by first OXADM. The second OXADM be split the signals into
the respective path and sent to the ONU 3 and ONU 4. The multiplex protection mechanism for WDM-FTTH
is clearly shown in Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2 (c) which representing failure occurs at different working line.
This protection method is more economical compared with linear protection and operationable for the WDM-
FTTH only because there is a wavelength selection element (demultiplexer) in the architecture OXADM.
Multiplex protection of FTTH-WDM mechanism is similar to the  multiplex protection scheme applied in the
metropolitan ring network.

Fig. 3: Restorations scheme architecture for Feeder area in FTTH-WDM network. Two OXADM is installed
in face to face interface position to switch and divert the traffic back to the working line. (a) Normal
Condition (b) 1:1 Linear Protection (c) Multiplex Protection.

Feeder Area:

Feeder area in FTTH network covering the start of the OLT to the optical splitter. Usually a single optical
line is used as a medium of signal transmission across the region. However, to improve the safety, protection
line is installed in parallel with the main line and connected through a two OXADM switch installed just after
connected to OLT system and before demultiplexer on both ends of the line as depicted in Figure 3. With this
dedication protection scheme as practiced at point to point network and ring network can also be practiced in
the FTTH network. Characterization performed on the output power showed the profile for security mechanisms
and pass through (normal) operations are the same (Figure 4). Therefore BER performance will also be similar
as shown in Figure 5. This is because in theory, insertion loss for this two operations of normal and linear/
multiplex protection is similar which is 10.4 dB.
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Fig. 4: Output power profile for three conditions in feeder area of WDM-FTTH network.

Fig. 5: (a) BER profile comparison for normal operation and restoration condition in feeder area of
FTTH-WDM network. (b) Enlargement at critical point.
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